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Abstract: 

Very few facts are thought when it comes to knitted fabrics and their respective properties, especially when comparing its 

relationship with the better known woven fabric clothing. The reason for this study was an undertaking to find and record a 

handful of such basic qualities. Since the fabric range for knitting structures has witnessed an increasing demand to the various 

known textile materials, by the steady improvement of machineries and manufacturing processes, the work fundamental for a 

total study would be over the top. Consequently, the present examination has been kept totally reserved for fabrics reasonable 

for clothing purposes, in which weight and thickness are of equivalent significance with appearance, quality and different 

properties and not subservient to them as in fabrics for unique purposes. Acquiring comes about through change in machine 

parameters utilizing distinctive kinds of filaments and turning techniques. Yarn spun with various turning strategies, for 

example, air-stream and ring spun yarn will be weaved to make sew fabrics tests while changing machine parameters including 

stich length and cam settings to achieve various design such as Single Jersey, Picket and Fleece design. Factors such as fibre 

type, yarn size, fabric structure and geometry can affect the handle properties of knitted fabrics. Specifically, manufacturers 

every year produce examples of accessible knits through new mechanical and technological progressions. The knitted samples 

and structures are fundamentally arranged by methods used for knitting, tucking, and welting. Through individual knitting 

activities and tightness factors the mechanical and handle properties are assessed in likewise manner. 

Knitted fabric and its structure 

1. Single Jersey 

Single Jersey is the most common type of knit, as a result of which most basic T-shirts are made of. Made with a single needle, 

Jersey fabric works approximately like knitting needles, putting together knit and purls in rows. 

Characteristics:  

1) Jersey is normally extremely lightweight and has an exquisite wrap, so it hangs well on the body.  

2) Jersey will extend pixie well, however may not recuperate well from extending.  

3) Jersey has a good and bad side. The V states of the sew join are the correct side.  

4) When pulled, its edges tend to twist toward the correct side (opposite to the grainline) and to the wrong side (along the 

selvedge). 

2. Double Jersey 

Double jersey fabric are made with various needles, bringing about basically, two layers of fabrics. This implies the two sides 

are indistinguishable and the fabrics is somewhat sturdier. Double jersey (which has numerous different names, including ponte, 

interlock, substantial sew, an extraordinary beginning stage for beginners, since they are somewhat less demanding to deal 

with. 

Characteristics: 

1) While double jersey do extend, they may not extend similar to pullover. Make certain to utilize your examples extend check.  

2) Both sides of the texture are indistinguishable, so either can be the correct side.  

3) It's stiffer than pullover and less smooth, yet it likewise doesn't come in to such an extent.  

4) It embraces the body somewhat more tightly than pullover, featuring shapes and bends.  

3. Sweater knits 

Truly, these are exactly what they seem like! Ordinarily, these textures have more fasten definition and somewhat more 

"fluffiness" to them. Furthermore, much the same as a hand-weave sweater, these textures can come in numerous weights, from 

a substantial texture you'd use for a winter coat to a lightweight texture you'd use for an easygoing best. 

Characteristics: 

1) It's normally made with a thicker yarn, so you might have the capacity to see the individual lines unmistakably.  

2) It's substantially more steady and thicker than pullover or double jersey.  

3) It doesn't have as much extend, and doesn't recoup extremely well in the wake of being extended.  

4) Sweater knits may shred or unwind. 

Effect of Stitch length on Knitted fabric 

 Stitch length communicates the tightness of knitting construction. The fabric is tight as stitch length is low. The noticed 

proportionality between fabric spirality and the stitch length can be compared to that with tight fabrics, slack texture have higher 

stitch length and afterward the yarn forming the circle has a higher propensity to turn inside the texture after unwinding. All 

the more, firmly weaved fabric with the development of a sewed circle is confined, and therefore spirality is decreased. The 

spirality of fabrics weaved with low snugness for the most part increments with yarn tex for a given wind factor. Be that as it 

may, for the more tightly fabrics, there is no proof of any deliberate connection between fabric spirality and yarn check.  
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        Dimensional parameters of completely relaxed single jersey fabrics rely upon the yarn linear density and tightness of 

construction. If diameter is reduced, its resistance to deformation is lowered. It shows that, decrease in the resistance of the 

yarn due to decrease in yarn diameter is affected by yarn count. At the end of the day, the finer the yarn, the more will be the 

spirality because of all the more twisting action. In this examination some exploratory outcomes demonstrates that, spirality of 

weaved fabrics increment with increments in stitch length and yarn count. At the point when yarn count increase, spirality 

increments and the other way around. Be that as it may, when yarn count increases the GSM of fabric diminishes. At the point 

when GSM diminishes spirality diminishes and when yarn count builds the Shrinkage of fabric increments. In any case, some 

exploratory outcomes demonstrates unsymmetrical connection between spirality, stitch length and yarn count. Likely 

explanations for unsymmetrical outcome require stitch length ranges for particular count were not utilized each case. Distance 

across setting of various machine may not be adequately precise.  

       This survey article is with respect to the advancement of fabric handle utilizing diverse kinds of twisted yarns including 

Air jet and Ring spun yarn. Handle estimation of various knitted fabrics (single and double jersey) produced on the circular 

knitting machines while changing different process parameters like stitch length, GSM, Stitch thickness, Machine gauge and 

so on. The fabric sample tests will be compared with each different as with which knitted fabric sample created gives better 

handle esteem properties when tested on the Kawabata Evaluation System of Fabric Evaluation. 

Effect of loop length on fabric properties 

      A. BAYAZIT MARMARALI identifies the effect of loop length on fabric properties in his paper “Dimensional and Physical 

Properties of Cotton/S pandex Single Jersey Fabrics”. In this paper he form three samples: 

1) Cotton without spandex 

2) Cotton with spandex (spandex in alternating courses) 

3) Cotton with spandex (spandex in every courses) 

These samples subdivide into three on the basis of tightness of fabric i.e. Tight, Medium, and Loose. 

Information of knit fabric samples: 

Machine - Relanit 3.2 with positive yarn feeding, Mayer & Cie circular knitting machine 

knitting speed- 25 rpm  

count- Ne 30/1 ring spun cotton yarn and 44 dtex spandex  

yam characteristics were as follows: 

For the cotton Ne 30/ 1, a, = 3.6 (Z), U % = 10.5, CV~, % = 13.21, 1 = 1.39, neps, +200% = 22, hairiness = 6.90, breaking 

force, cN = 245.1, elongation, % = 5.4, tenacity, cN/tex = 12.45, thin places,. - 50% = 2, thick places, +50% = 34, and breaking 

work, cN.cm = 366.6. 

For the spandex yarn: 44 dtex, extension at break = 500%, and tensile strength = 0.8 cN/dtex.  

1. Air Permeability: 

Air permeability is highest for cotton samples without spandex, lowest for cotton-spandex full plating and moderate for half 

plating as shown in below table no. 1. The reason behind this is when we add spandex as courses in knitted fabric its tightness 

increases comparatively with cotton without spandex. 

Properties         Cotton Without Spandex         Cotton/spandex half plating     Cotton/spandex full plating         

                            Tight    Med.    Loose                 Tight    Med.    Loose                  Tight    Med.    Loose                        

Air Permeability l/m^2/s     

 

Variation in loop length 

is more in cotton sample without spandex than in samples with spandex as courses. Thickness value is greater in the sample 

which have more spandex, as a result higher the thickness less will be the air permeability in the fabric.   

 

2. Pilling: (Pilling grades 1-4: 1 is more pills, 4 is less pills) 

Conclusion drawn by referring below table no.2: 

i) As the tightness of the fabric increases pilling decreases.  

ii) As the quantity of spandex increases pilling decreases.  

Properties         Cotton Without Spandex         Cotton/spandex half plating     Cotton/spandex full plating         

                            Tight    Med.    Loose                 Tight    Med.    Loose                  Tight    Med.    Loose                        

 

Pilling Grades  

 

 

3. Spirality: 

 

382.8 663.6 987.4     80.6 97.4 146.2        30.1 30.6 32.8 

2-3 1-2 2     3-4 2-3 2-3        4-5 4-5 4 
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The spirality which depends on tightness of fabric, is more in loose fabric and fabric without spandex as shown in below table 

no. 3. 

Properties         Cotton Without Spandex         Cotton/spandex half plating     Cotton/spandex full plating         

                            Tight    Med.    Loose                 Tight    Med.    Loose                  Tight    Med.    Loose                        

Spirality (in degrees)  

 

4. Weight and thickness: 

As the loop length 

decreases the weight of 

fabric increases and quantity of spandex increases the weight of fabric. 

As the loop length increases the tightness of fabric decreases and the thickness also increases. 

Thickness is greater when the amount of spandex increases in the fabric as shown in table no.4. 

 

Properties         Cotton Without Spandex         Cotton/spandex half plating     Cotton/spandex full plating         

                            Tight    Med.    Loose                 Tight    Med.    Loose                  Tight    Med.    Loose                        

 

Weight g/m2 

Thickness m 

 

Yarn type and its 

importance 

E. MIELICKA introduces the simple explanation and required knowledge on types of yarns and their respective classifications. 

The knitting yarn parameters as well as their properties are measured from given particular prerequisites acquired on the basis 

of goods and the procedure of knitting manufacturing itself. There are a few various types of yarns known, characterized based 

on the application defined by the final product developed and the knitting technology which is implied to manufacture the fabric 

structures. These include: tricots, hosiery, yarn for brushing, wadding yarn, and yarn for flexible products. Moreover, as 

observed from the classification of different yarns, there are recognized types such as, single, twofold or multi-toss yarns. 

Following are the ways in which knitting yarns are meant to be tested by the required technological and useful qualitative 

factors. 

Required technological factors:  
•  Type of raw material used;  

•  Method of spinning process implied;  

•  Humidity;  

•  Strength at breaking and elongation at irregularity factors;  

•  Breaking tenacity;  

•  Impurities and string abnormality; 

•  turn – course, number and wind factor.  

Required quality factors: 

•  Hygroscopicity, water-absorptiveness and capillarity;  

•  Rubbing, bending and wet-breaking quality;  

•  Elasticity;  

•  Shrinkage after soaking;  

•  For dyed yarn – color fastness, protection from light, water, washing, sweat, wet and dry grating, and pressing;  

•  For textured yarns – degree and durability of twisting, flexibility, mass and shrinkage in heated water. 

         Cotton yarn in terms of high strength and improved quality can be easily manufactured and processed on the modern 

machines which comprise of the latest compact spinning technology to bring down the value of hairiness and lower the twist 

by even up to 20%. This procedure brings about enhanced absorption and, subsequently, minimum utilization of dyes. Yarns 

manufactured from compact spinning system have reduced breakage as compared to conventional spinning process ( as high 

as 62%), better quality, drafting elongation & strength (range between 9-16%) and a decreased level irregularity in its linear 

density. Such yarns produced are an essential part of the spinning innovation in advanced technology, which was produced 

universally in the 1980s. Products that were successfully available from compact yarn have improved surface smoothness and 

a good glazing characteristic, and at the same time warm as well as comfortable to deal with. 

Effect of Abrasion resistance                   
Alina Mihaela Coldea, Dorin Vlad states that the fabric is subjected to a series of combination forces which act at various rates, 

in different intensities, in various directions and for various periods during its wear.  

11 13 12     4 4.25 7        1.25 1.62 1.75 

167.7 148.8 135.5 251.5 249 244        402 381 347 

0.71 0.73 0.74 0.87 0.96 1.04       0.94 1.05 1.21 
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During the use of fabric, the fusion not only causes the damage of fabric and garment but also contributes to the changes in the 

appearance of the fabric such as fuzzing, pilling, frosting and shine. The performativity properties of the fabric are changed 

eventually leading to the fabric fracture and occurrence of rupture. Factors which affect the abrasion resistance of fabric are: 

 Fibre content and properties 

 Yarn structure (spinning system, yarn twist, yarn linear density) 

 Fabric structure (weave, float length, yarn crimp) 

 Weight and chemical mechanical treatments. 

Table No.1 Knitted Fabric Characteristic 

Knitted fabric 

Geometry 

Raw material 

used 

Fineness of 

the yarn 

No. of ply 

yarns 

Density of Fabric 

Wales        Rows 

Machine 

Gauge 

Single Jersey Cotton 70/2 Nm 2 43               50 12 gg 

Single Jersey Cotton 50/2 Nm 2 33               45              21 gg 

Single Jersey Cotton 50/2 Nm 3 28               35      15 gg 

Single Jersey Wool 30/2Nm 1 38               45 12 gg 

Rib 4x2 Wool 30/2 Nm 1 40               35 12 gg 

Moss Stitch Cotton 70/2 Nm 2 33               30 12 gg 

 

For abrasion resistance, three types of weft knitted fabric geometry – single jersey, rib 2x2, and moss stitch were manufactured 

from raw materials such as cotton, mixed yarns and wool which were later then experimented. 

On analysis of the results from Table no.1 we can conclude that, the rib and moss stitch have a good resistance than single 

jersey knitted fabrics.  

Clearly, we can state that knit construction and the type of raw material have a reasonable effect on the abrasion resistance and 

pilling performance of knit fabrics. 

Therefore it can be summarized that to improve the physical-mechanical properties of knits for garments, it is necessary to 

choose the right fabric structure and raw material for the knitting process. To produce knitted fabrics with high abrasion 

resistance and pilling performance, compact yarns should be used and more stable rib or moss stitch fabrics should be preferred 

instead of single jersey fabric. 

How mechanical characteristics of surgical meshes by warp knitting is affected by fabric structure. 

The point is to consider the effectiveness of the fabric structure on the mechanical properties of the created such twist knitted 

surgical cross sections. The knitted structures with five unique structures (Tricot, Pin-opening net, semi Sandfly, Sandfly and 

semi Marquisette) were produced on two guide bars Rashel warp knitting machine. Knitted cross sections were heat set at 150º 

c for 1 minute utilizing the accessible stenter, to balance out the created knitted structure and keep it from curling. 

 

1. Density 

For the study of structures in knitting, the quantity of course per centimetre and wale per centimetre signify the fabric structure 

thickness. The given amounts were estimated by piece glass in four unique ways of the cross sections. The thickness as well as 

the porosity of meshes were found to be inverse in relation. 

2. Thickness 

For the purpose of measuring the thickness of mesh, Shirley advanced thickness analyzer was utilized. Each of the mesh 

structure’s thickness was estimated at four unique focuses under the weight (25g/cm2). 

3. Porosity Measurement 

The fundamental characteristic of reaction in tissue is porosity and if there should arise an occurrence of surgical meshes. 

Meshes containing pores bigger than 75 μm increment the infiltration of macrophages, fibroblasts, veins and collagen. Porosity 

of the cross sections was estimated utilizing Image Processing Technique.  

Tests for mechanical properties: 

Three sorts of mechanical tests were performed to look at the mechanical properties of the mesh. 

1. Crease Recovery 

For the recovery of crease, Tricot and Pin-hole-net watched the most astounding estimation of wale-wise and course-wise 

recovery of crease headings separately. Additionally, semi Sandfly mesh and Tricot mesh showed most minimal estimation of 

recovery in crease for both wale and course headings separately. 

2. Bending Rigidity 

One of the mechanical property i.e. bending rigidity represents the level of elasticity.  As it is has been exhibited, the most 

adaptable surgical structure in both wale and course headings is semi Sandfly followed by semi Marquissite. Tricot work shows 

the most astounding solidness in the direction of wale. 

3. Porosity 
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By the study performed we get to know the porosity of meshes manufactured through the software of image processing and 

apparatus of binary system. The results recorded show that the difference between Tricot, Pinhole-net, quasi-Sandfly and 

Sandfly surgical knitted structure is not up to expected level of significance, but quasi-Marquissite mesh was witnessed as mesh 

with the highest porosity level. 

The Knitted meshes exhibited various elastic moduli in different ways, to be credited for the shape of pore and underlap structure 

angle of the produced surgical mesh. Obtained readings exhibited that elastic modulus of the work with Tricot, quasi Sandfly 

and Pin-opening net structure, in course-wise heading is more than wale wise heading. In quasi Marquissite type of mesh, yarn 

in-lay sustain work quality in both course and wale directions separately. In addition, this surgical mesh fabric showed quite 

low resistance diagonally in direction. In Sandfly work, due to the knitting fabric pore structure, the elastic modulus of the 

surgical knitted mesh structure is the lowest in the direction of wale. But Pin-hole net mesh, delivered networks showed better 

level of orthotropic.  

Tricot and Pin-hole net showed the most noteworthy wrinkle recovery in wale-wise and course-wise directions separately. The 

most attractive work as far as porosity was concerned was the quasi Marquissite mesh. For conclusion, the quasi Marquissite 

work is proposed as the most appropriate surgical structure of mesh thinking about all points of interest and burdens of each 

delivered work in this examination. 

Conclusion 

Knit fabrics is highly dependent on its manufacturing process. The mechanical properties such as pilling property, air 

permeability, and shrinkage, bursting strength, rigidity, abrasion resistance, weight and thickness are greatly affected by 

changes in knitting parameters including GSM of the fabric, stitch length and various designs of the knitting fabrics. Therefore, 

it can be summarized that to improve the mechanical as well as physical properties of knits for garments, it is necessary to 

choose the right fabric structure and raw material for the knitting process. To manufacture knitted fabrics with high resistance 

against abrasion and pilling performance, yarns processes from compact spinning technology should be used and more stable 

rib or moss stitch fabrics should be preferred instead of single jersey fabric. In this manner it can be condensed that to enhance 

the mechanical and physical properties of knit for pieces of clothing, it is important to pick the correct texture structure and 

crude material for the knitting procedure. To deliver knit textures with high scraped abrasion resistance and pilling execution, 

smaller yarns ought to be utilized and more steady rib or moss stitch textures ought to be favoured rather than single jersey 

texture. Also, Knit garments which are used for medical textiles comprising of surgical meshes are widely applicable in the 

modern world. Factors in such cases for example, density, porosity, rigidity, crease recovery and thickness of the fabric 

structures are measured which are interdependent giving the best possible comfort and wearabilty properties. 
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